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QUESTION 1

An administrator deletes a large amount of data from a Volume Group presented to a Linux VM. The administrator
notices that the deleted data has not been reclaimed as usable storage. Whataction should be taken to reclaim the
storage capacity? 

A. Shrink the Volume Group that is associated with the Linux VM 

B. Unmount the Volume Group and then Remount the Volume Group 

C. Enable the unman operation on the Linux VM 

D. Run Defrag on the Linux VM 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: https://next.nutanix.com/how-it-works-22/vm-capacity-and-prism-capacity- are-different-33134 

 

QUESTION 2

A consultant is onsite with a customer running Foundation VM (FVM) and discovers that there is no connectivity
between the FVM and their laptop. The consultant verifies the following: 

*

 The consultant\\'s laptop and Nutanix nodes are plugged into a flat switch. 

*

 The laptop, switch and nodes are plugged into supported power supplies. 

*

 The laptop network adapters and FVM are configured with their corresponding IP addresses. What is the cause for the
connectivity failure to the FVM? 

A. 

The switch is not plugged into the power supply. 

B. 

Desktop Firewall is blocking ping requests. 

C. 

Network cables are not connected. 

D. 

Laptop WiFi configured to use DHCP. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

A consultant creates a four-node AHV cluster with two 1GbE (eth0, etc1) and two 10GbE (eth2, eth3) NICs per node.
The 1GbE NICs will not be placed into service, but the customer wants the network to be preconfigured for their
eventual use. 

The consultant removes the 1GbE NIC from the default bond and creates a second bridge(br1), but is unable to add the
1GbE NIC using the below command: manage_ovs –bridge_name br1 –interfaces 1g –bond_name br1-up
update_uplinks 

Which parameter is missing from this command? 

A. --bond_duplex full 

B. --require_link=false 

C. --interfaces eth0 

D. --bridge_duplex full 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator logged into Prism Element, notices the following in the home dashboard, and showing the exhibit. 

Which action should the administrator take next? 

A. Configure the fqdn for the hosts indicated 

B. Troubleshoot the zookeeper server issue 

C. Re-run NCC specifying data_resiliency_check 

D. Check the hardware page for disk failures 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is deploying a new application to a Nutanix Enterprise Cloud. The application requires a security to
prevent unauthorized access. Theapplication also uses many non-standard ports that are unique to it. Security should
not be changed for existing applications. 

What should the administrator do to meet these requirement? 

A. Use existing categories for the VMs. and create new security policies to use the existing categories. 

B. Use existing categories for the VMs and modify existing security policies to include the specific port. 

C. Create new categories for the VMs, and create new security policies that include the new categories. 

D. Create new categories for the VMs, and modify existing security policies to include the new categories. 

Correct Answer: C 
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